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Abstract 

pH-sensitive cellulose fibre-supported hydrogels were prepared by ozone-induced graft polymerization of acrylic acid using cotton linters 
and wood pulp fibre substrates. An average amount of grafting of 60% was achieved on to the ozonized wood pulp fibres after only 1 min of 
graft polymerization. Grafted polyacrylic acid completely covered the cellulose fibre surfaces, as determined with electron spectroscopy for 
chemical analysis (ESCA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The X-ray mapping of neutralized grafted fibres showed that poly- 
acrylic acid was present not only at the surface but was also homogeneously distributed within the pores of the fibres. Exposure of the grafted 
fibres to alkali and subsequent drying resulted in a irreversible deformation of the fibre-supported hydrogel. A fibre-supported hydrogel 
which exhibited a reversible swelling and deswelling was prepared by an addition of a bifunctional monomer, ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate 
(EDMA), to the monomer solution used for grafting. Such muscle-like expanding and contraction was also stimulated by pH changes in the 
environment. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels are crosslinked hydrophilic 
polymeric networks that exhibit various swelling properties 
depending on environmental variables such as pH, tempera- 
ture, ionic strength and electric current [ 1- 111. Such hydro- 
gels are utilized by the human body [ 12,131, for example 
where the muscle function is controlled by gels that are 
expanded and contracted as a result of electrical nerve 
signals. Synthetic stimuli-responsive hydrogels have been 
prepared as they are interesting model systems for biologi- 
cal functions [14]. Furthermore, several applications in 
recent years have been found in the field of drug delivery 
and molecular separation [ 15,161. The best known tempera- 
ture-sensitive hydrogel is poly N-isopropylacrylamide 
(poly-NIPAAm), and several authors have reported 
successful attempts to use this polymer in separation pro- 
cesses [17-191. Another well-studied stimuli-responsive 
hydrogel is crosslinked polyacrylic acid. The presence of 
carboxylic acid groups results in a pH-sensitive behaviour. 
A high degree of swelling is obtained in basic solutions 
owing to both the osmotic pressure and electrostatic 
repulsion between the polymer backbones, while the 
polymer network collapses in acidic solutions, which results 
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in a low swelling capacity [20,21]. The hydrophilicity and 
the high swelling capacity of neutralized polyacrylic acid 
has made it possible to use this polymer as a superabsorbing 
material and, furthermore, the carboxylic functionality leads 
to good ion-exchange properties [22-241. Owing to the 
broad functionality that hydrogel-forming polymers can 
exhibit, new applications of these materials are continuously 
being found. A limiting factor for several applications, how- 
ever, is the poor mechanical properties which are a conse- 
quence of the high water content of the hydrogels [25]. 

Contrary to hydrogels, polymeric fibres are materials that 
exhibit very good mechanical performance as a result of a 
high degree of orientation and crystallinity [26]. According 
to origin, the fibres can be classified as either natural or 
synthetic. Among the natural fibres, the most abundant are 
cellulose fibres. The cellulose fibres are built up of several 
layers or cell walls, and both amorphous and crystalline 
regions coexist in each layer [27]. The fibre architecture pro- 
vides both flexibility and good mechanical properties. This 
and the fact that cellulose is a renewable polymer make it 
of great interest to investigate the possibility of upgrading 
such fibres and thereby extending the field of applications. 

Although the chemical composition of the cellulose 
polymer, with large amounts of hydroxyl groups, should 
make it hydrophilic, the swelling properties of a cellulose 
fibre are rather poor as a consequence of the presence of 
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crystalline regions which restrict the mobility of the 
polymer chains. Despite the limited swelling capacity, 
networks of cellulose fibres are used as absorption cores 
in numerous hygienic products. To improve the absorption 
properties of the cellulose fibre network, granules of super- 
absorbing polymers such as neutralized polyacrylic acid are 
usually added. However, an external addition of super- 
absorbing polymers in the form of granules or powder to 
the cellulose network is not the ultimate technical solution, 
and widespread research is ongoing to find new and better 
alternatives. Depositing superabsorbing particles on to 
fibres or fibre spinning of superabsorbing polymers are 
among the procedures proposed [28,29]. Another interesting 
method is to ‘build up’ an absorbing polymer around a fibre 
by initiating a graft polymerization on to a cellulose fibre 
surface [30]. Such a method requires an activation step in 
order to create reactive groups for initiation. We have 
successfully used ozone treatment, resulting in the forma- 
tion of hydroperoxides, for the activation of both poly- 
propylene and cellulose substrates prior to graft 
polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) 
and diethyleneglycol methacrylate (DEGMA) [31-331. 
The aim of this study has been to prepare pH-sensitive 
cellulose fibre-supported hydrogels and to characterize 
their surface and swelling properties. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

The cellulose fibres used were a standard sulfate fluff pulp 
(single fibres), EC 0.1, made from selected wood of soft- 
wood and Munktell filter paper No. 5 made from pure cotton 
linters. The pulp was manufactured by STORA Cell 
(Sweden) and the filter paper by STORA Filter Products, 
Grycksbo (Sweden). The monomers used in the study were 
acrylic acid (AA) and ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate 
(EDMA). The monomers purchased from Fluka Chem. 
AG. (Switzerland) were vacuum-distilled prior to use. A 
reference polyacrylic acid surface (refAA) was prepared 
by cold pressing polyacrylic acid powder. The polymer 
was manufactured by Scientific Polymer Products and had 
a weight average molecular weight of 450 000 g/mol. 

2.2. Ozone treatment and graft polymerization 

Before ozone treatment, the cellulose fibres were stored 
for a week in an environment with 100% humidity. The 
treatment of the cellulose fibres was then carried out in a 
gas phase reactor at 32°C. The equipment used for generat- 
ing ozone was a Fischer Ozon 502 ozone generator, which 
produced an oxygen/ozone flow of 0.250 m3/h from pure 
oxygen gas. The ozone concentration was 25 g/m3. Before 
reaching the reactor, the gas current was preheated and 

humidified. A saturated gas mixture at a temperature of 
32°C was then blown into the reactor, where the fibres 
were kept in end-open glass tubes. The concentration of 
hydroperoxides formed on the cellulose substrates as a con- 
sequence of the ozone treatment was determined according 
to Carlsson and Wiles [34]. Immediately after ozone treat- 
ment, the substrates were placed in the monomer solution. 
The solution was prepared by diluting 6.0 g of monomer in 
14 g of deionized water. The water contained 20 mg of 
dissolved Fe(I1) ammonium sulfate hexahydrate salt 
(Mohrs salt), which forms a redox initiator. The pH of the 
solution was set to 1.5. The grafting process was 
performed in a nitrogen atmosphere, in sealed glass 
ampoules. During the graft polymerization, the ampoules 
were shaken in a water bath at 50°C. The polymerization 
was interrupted by opening the ampoules and immersing 
the substrates in water. The grafted substrates were 
extracted in water overnight to remove monomer residuals. 
After the extraction, the water was vacuum filtrated from the 
fibres, which then were vacuum dried at 50°C for 15 h 
before they were weighed. The extent of grafting was 
expressed as the percentage increase in weight according to: 

grafting amount (%) = lOO(wz - wt)Iwt 

where w, and w2 represent the weight of the dry 
substrates before and after grafting, respectively. For neu- 
tralization of the grafted polyacrylic acid, 0.0125 M NaOH 
was used. 

2.3. Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to 
study the substrates before and after grafting. The sur- 
faces were coated with gold before the analysis, which 
was performed with a Zeiss DSM 940A operated at 
10 kV. The distribution of sodium atoms as a result of the 
neutralization was determined by X-ray mapping with the 
EPMA/EDS technique (Electron Probe Micro Analyzer/ 
Energy Dispersive Spectrometer) using a JEOL JXA-8600 
electron probe combined with a Tracer Northern series II 
spectrometer. The surfaces were in this case coated with a 
carbon layer. The surface chemistry of the grafted and 
ungrafted filter papers was investigated by electron spectro- 
scopy for chemical analysis (ESCA). A Perkin Elmer PHI 
5500 equipped with a Mg Ko X-ray source was used for the 
ESCA measurements. The area analysed had a diameter of 
0.8 mm. The swelling capacity of the grafted fibres in the 
neutralized form was measured by immersing the fibres in 
buffer solutions with various pH values. The solutions 
were prepared according to the literature [35]. The 
ionic strength was justified to 0.15 M in each solution by 
adding the required amount of sodium chloride salt. The 
buffer solution was vacuum filtrated from the fibres, and 
the equilibrium uptake of the fibres was expressed as 
gram of absorbed buffer solution per gram of grafted 
hydrogel. 
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3. Results and discussion gram linters as determined with the iodometric method. 
After the ozone treatment, the fibres were immediately 

3.1. Acrylic acid grafted on to cotton linters transferred to the acrylic acid solution and grafted for 3 h. 
The fibres were then extracted and dried, and the amount of 

Cotton linters were ozone-treated for 90 min, which grafting was established to be 80%. In a recent study of 
resulted in the formation of 20 pmol hydroperoxides per grafting of HEMA on to cotton linters, the fibre surface 
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Fig. 1. Typical ESCA Cls peaks: (a) untreated cotton linters, (b) acrylic acid grafted cotton linters, (c) cold pressed polyacrylic acid powder (refAA). 
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was completely covered first at a grafting yield exceeding 
100% [32]. To determine the surface coverage of fibres 
grafted with polyacrylic acid, ESCA was used. The chemi- 
cal composition of untreated cotton linters, grafted cotton 
linters and cold pressed polyacrylic acid powder was inves- 
tigated. The cold pressed polyacrylic acid powder was used 
as a reference surface (refAA). For all samples, carbon and 
oxygen peaks were detected in the survey spectra. The car- 
bon and oxygen content in the surface of untreated linters 
was determined to be 60 + 1% and 40 + l%, respectively. 
The corresponding values for grafted linters were 66 + 3% 
and 34 + 3%, respectively, which also was in agreement 
with the values obtained for the refAA surface. Although the 
values are close to the ones obtained for untreated fibres, a 
distinct difference can be observed when comparing the 
shapes of the deconvoluted Cls peaks shown in Fig. 1. In 
all cases the Cls peaks have been shifted in order to have 
peak 1 at a binding energy of 285.0 eV. The Cls peak of 
untreated cellulose, shown in Fig. l(a), was deconvoluted 
into three peaks as suggested in the literature [36,37]. The 
Cls peak for the grafted fibres, shown in Fig. l(b), was 
deconvoluted starting from polyacrylic acid, according to 
Beamson and Briggs [38]. The shape of this peak is in 
good agreement with the Cls peak of the refAA surface 
shown in Fig. l(c), indicating that the cotton linters are 
covered with the grafted polymer. Peak 3 which 
appears in both Fig. l(b) and (c) cannot directly be 
assigned to any carbon in the polyacrylic acid structure. 
The area of these two peaks corresponds to 4.5% and 
1.9% of the total Cls peak, respectively. This indicates 
that at least 97.4% of the cellulose fibre surface is covered 
with acrylic acid. 

3.2. Acrylic acid grafted on to wood cellulose 

The major intention of this study was to prepare poly- 
acrylic acid supported on to single wood pulp fibres. One of 
the drawbacks of graft polymerization is generally the long 
time required for the reaction. The majority of authors have 
achieved high grafting yield after hours of polymerization 
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Fig. 2. Grafting amount (%) of polyacrylic acid (PAA) as a function of 
grafting time. 

and an increased time generally results in increased grafting 
yield [39-421. A study to elucidate the time dependence of 
grafting was therefore undertaken using single sulfate pulp 
fibres as substrates. For all experiments the ozonation time 
was fixed to 90 min while the polymerization time was 
varied. Fig. 2 illustrates the amount of grafted polyacrylic 
acid (PAA) determined gravimetrically as a function of 
grafting time. Surprisingly, we found that, after only 
1 min of polymerization, a grafting of 60 + 20% was 
achieved. Extended grafting time to 3 h did not contribute 
to a further weight increase, and the amount of grafting thus 
remained constant. The grafting amount on to sulfate pulp 
fibres, which is a highly bleached cellulose, was comparable 
with the one obtained for cotton linters. This can be 

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs: (a) untreated wood pulp fibre, (b) 
acrylic acid grafted wood pulp fibre. 
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expected because of the chemical and morphological 
similarities between these two substrates. 

The grafted fibres were studied by SEM. Untreated and 
AA-grafted pulp fibres are shown in Fig. 3. The untreated 
fibre in Fig. 3(a) has a surface composed of fibrils, which is 
characteristic for a wood pulp fibre. A layer of the grafted 
polymer can be observed on the AA-grafted fibre shown in 
Fig. 3(b). The SEM micrographs in combination with the 
ESCA results suggest that a homogeneous coating of the 
cellulose fibre takes place. 

3.3. Neutralization of graftedjibres 

When used for absorbing purposes, polyacrylic acid is 
always partially neutralized to obtain a high swelling 
capacity [22,23]. The grafted pulp fibres prepared in this 

study were therefore treated with 0.0125 M NaOH. The 
neutralization of the carboxylic acid moiety resulted in an 
introduction of sodium counter-ions, which also gave us the 
opportunity to determine the localization of the grafted 
acrylic acid using an X-ray mapping technique. Fig. 4(a) 
shows a cross-section of an unneutralized AA-grafted pulp 
fibre, and Fig. 4(b) shows the mapping result of the corre- 
sponding cross-section. As expected, no sodium atoms were 
detected in this case. A significant difference was 
obtained for the NaOH-treated fibres, which are shown in 
Fig. 4(c-d). Fig. 4(c) illustrates a SEM micrograph and in 
the mapping image of the same fibre, shown in Fig. 4(d), it 
can clearly be observed that a large amount of sodium 
atoms has been detected in the polyacrylic acid layer 
along the fibre surface. Furthermore, it is interesting to 
note that sodium atoms are also detected in the fractured 

Fig. 4. SEM and X-ray mapping micrographs of acrylic acid grafted fibres: (a) unneutralized grafted fibres, (b) X-ray mapping of Na atoms (same cross-section 
as shown in Fig. 4(a)), (c) neutralized grafted fibre, (d) X-ray mapping of Na atoms (same cross-section as shown in Fig. 4(c)). 
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cross-section. This implies that neutralized acid groups are 
present and that the graft polymerization occurs not only on 
the fibre surface but also within the internal pores of the 
fibre. This is in good agreement with our earlier suggestions 
of the localization of graft polymerized HEMA [32]. The 
surface coating seems, however, to be more homogeneous 
when AA is grafted on to the fibres. X-ray mapping results 
of ungrafted cellulose fibres treated with NaOH under the 
same conditions as above showed no trace of sodium atoms. 

3.4. Fibre networks 

Networks of the grafted fibres were formed by filtration of 

Fig. 5. Networks formed from grafted fibres: (a) fibres that have not been 
neutralized before network formation, (b) fibres that have been neutralized 
before network formation. 
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Fig. 6. Grafting amount as a function of weight% AA which has been 
replaced with EDMA. 

the fibre suspension and subsequent vacuum drying. The 
effect of neutralization on the network appearance was stu- 
died with SEM. The network formed from fibres that were 
not neutralized is composed of individual grafted fibres, as 
can be seen in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows a network formed 
from alkali-exposed fibres. Polyacrylic acid has formed 
bridges between the fibres, and it is impossible in some 
areas to distinguish the single fibres. It seems to be likely 
that linear brush-like polyacrylic acid chains are attached to 
the cellulose backbones as a result of the graft polymeriza- 
tion. The treatment in sodium hydroxide results in a sub- 
stantial swelling of the grafted polymer chain because of the 
high pH. During the drying process, the expanded hydrogel 
does not contract into the original shape, and a deformed 
structure is therefore obtained. 

The swelling behaviour of hydrogels can be controlled by 
changing the degree of crosslinking. Attempts to obtain 
crosslinked grafted polyacrylic chains around the pulp fibres 
was made by replacing various amounts of the acrylic acid 
monomer with a bifunctional monomer, ethyleneglycol 
dimethacrylate (EDMA), which is a typical crosslinker for 
hydrogels. By increasing the amount of bifunctional mono- 
mer in the monomer mixture, it was seen that the grafting 
amount dramatically increased. Fig. 6 shows the grafting 
amount as a function of EDMA concentration in the mono- 
mer mixture. The amount of grafting clearly increases with 
the concentration of EDMA in the monomer mixture and, 
when 5% of the AA monomer was replaced, the amount of 
grafting was about 250%. At higher EDMA concentrations, 
9% and 13%, homopolymer started to appear in the mono- 
mer mixture. In this case it was impossible to separate the 
grafted fibres and therefore difficult to establish the exact 
amount of grafting. 

The single fibres grafted in a mixture of acrylic acid and 
bifunctional monomers were treated with sodium hydro- 
xide, filtrated and dried according to earlier description. 
The appearance of the networks formed was studied with 
SEM. For comparison the appearance of fibres that were 
grafted only with acrylic acid before (Fig. 7(a)) and after 
neutralization (Fig. 7(b)) are shown. The network shown in 
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Fig. 7. Networks formed from fibres which have been grafted with and without the presence of bifunctional monomer. Unneutralized fibres compared with 
neutralized: (a) fibres grafted with only AA, unneutralized state, (b) fibres grafted with only AA, neutalized state, (c) fibres grafted with AAEDMA (97/3, by 
weight), unneutralized state, (d) fibres grafted with AAEDMA (97/3, by weight), neutralized state. 

Fig. 7(c) consists of fibres that are grafted in a monomer 
mixture where 3 wt% acrylic acid was replaced with 
EDMA. Corresponding fibres in the neutralized state can 
be observed in Fig. 7(d). Contrary to the fibres that were 
grafted without EDMA, shown in Fig. 7(b), no fibre-hydro- 
gel deformation was observed. Instead, the network looks 
similar to the one not exposed to alkali. A graft co-polymer- 
ization of AA and EDMA apparently resulted in a cross- 
linked polymer network with good mechanical properties 
and a reversible swelling behaviour in the NaOH solution. 
For fibres grafted in a monomer solution containing 1% 
EDMA, the fibre-hydrogel deformation was reduced, 

although the network was similar in some areas to the one 
shown in Fig. 7(b). 

3.5. Swelling properties 

The swelling behaviour of the pulp fibres grafted in a 
monomer mixture containing acrylic acid and 3% EDMA 
was measured by immersing networks of the neutralized 
fibres in buffer solutions with various pH. Before the 
measurements, the ionic strength was justified to 0.15 M 
in each solution. Fig. 8 illustrates the swelling capacity of 
the fibres as a function of pH. It can be observed that 
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Fig. 8. Swelling capacity as a function of pH of fibres grafted with AA/ 
EDMA (97/3, by weight). 

stimuli-responsive properties of the modified pulp fibres 
were obtained as a result of the grafting process. When 
the fibres are immersed in buffer solutions with low pH, 
the ionization of the carboxylic acid groups is suppressed. 
The carboxylic acid groups that were preionized during the 
neutralization step are furthermore plausibly protonated to 
some extent, which decreases the electrostatic repulsion 
between the polymer backbones. These two factors result 
in a collapsed polymer network with a rather limited 
swelling capacity. A transition in the swelling capacity 
can be observed between pH 4 and pH 5 owing to the pK, 
of the grafted polyacrylic acid. At this pH, dissociation of 
acid groups that were not preionized during the NaOH treat- 
ment can occur. Both the repulsion of the charged polymer 
chains and the presence of free counter-ions in the gel, 
which causes a high osmotic swelling pressure, contribute 
to the improved swelling capacity. The pK, of the solid- 
supported polyacrylic acid agrees with values of polyacrylic 
acid reported in the literature [24]. At higher pH values, the 
swelling capacity is almost constant. The cellulose fibre- 
supported polyacrylic acid furthermore exhibited a good 
reversibility upon swelling and deswelling. 

4. Conclusions 

pH-sensitive cellulose fibre-supported hydrogels were 
prepared by ozone-induced graft polymerization of acrylic 
acid using cotton linters and wood pulp fibre substrates. As 
much as 60% grafting was achieved after only 1 min of graft 
polymerization on to the pulp fibres. The surface of the 
fibres was homogeneously covered, as seen with ESCA 
and SEM. X-ray mapping results showed that neutralized 
polyacrylic acid also was distributed into the pores of the 
fibres. The fibre-supported hydrogel was irreversibly 
deformed upon swelling in alkali and subsequent drying. 
An addition of a bifunctional monomer, ethyleneglycol 
dimethacrylate, into the monomer mixture used for grafting 
significantly increased the amount of grafting and resulted 

in a fibre-supported hydrogel which swelled reversibly in 
alkali. Such fibres also exhibited a stimuli-responsive 
swelling behaviour depending on the pH level in the 
environment. 
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